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Introduction
Pig token is 100% community owner that will reward its holders for years to come
so they can enjoy the ever-rising floor price.
There is a decentralized deflationary token on the Binance Smart Chain. It is
designed to reward the long-term holders. Being the first of its kind implementing
this black hole design, it exponentially cuts down the total supply of Pig with every
transaction. Combining this with Pig’s innovative Auto-Liquidity feature, Pig’s
liquidity pool is rapidly increased with every transaction.

Problem Solving
In today’s age of crypto unfortunately there is many scams and rug-pulls, where
liquidity has been taken from the holders. By having Pig’s ownership renounced
and liquidity locked in Pancakeswap forever. The community is ensured that they
can freely hold and trade Pig token without the worry of liquidity being stolen.
Pig is also 100% community owned and run, meaning total decentralization. We
love this part of Pig and love our community even more. This alone makes it so
exciting for the future of Pig Token.

Tokenomics
Table 1.1: Key Metrics

Table 1.2 Burn Data

Token： Ping Finance
Date

# of pig burned

28-04-2021

516,183,696,289,947K

08-07-2021

516,183,697,457,398K

23-09-2021

516,183,697,475,291K

Circ Supply: N/A
Total Supply : 1,000,000,000,000,000
Market Cap: N/A
Fully Diluted Market Cap: $308,700,000.00

Source: BscScan.com

Vision
After achieving all our milestones within a small-time
frame. Listing on over 17 Cex platform, coin market cap
and coin gecko, smart contract security audits and multiple
partnerships. Pig has so much in store for the future.

Production
There is production with development work for burn. Burning tokens manually will play a crucial role on Pig’s future.
This wallet will be used to buy back pig tokens when the price goes below a certain threshold. These tokens will then
manually get burnt and sent to the blackhole. This will increase scarcity of the token which will then increase the value.
This manual burn event will occur quarterly throughout the year.
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Merchandise
The Pig Tracker App

Production — Pigswap
Pig Swap allows users to trade Pig
tokens and other cryptocurrencies
without an intermediary. The platform
will enable users to exchange their
tokens directly from their wallets with
other BEP-20 compatible tokens.

Production — Merchandise
Pig finance has created its own merchandise
crafted with bespoke high-quality material. Our
team of fashion/designers have collaborated to
create a variety range of clothes; t-shirts, jumpers,
tracksuits, caps and a fashion line of pig baby
clothing. The funds from the merchandise will be
used to get listing on big exchanges and help build
the infrastructure of our ecosystem. This will allow
us to manage pig finance as a world class
business.

Production — The Pig Tracker App
Keep track and stay informed on the latest prices in real-time, view
essential market data at a glance, and effectively monitor your
investments using the Pig Tracker App. Sophisticated enough for
professional investors but simple enough to use for enthusiastic
first-timers, PIG Tracker app has everything you need to manage and
grow your crypto portfolio. Measure your performance, learn about and
anticipate crypto value changes, and know instantly when crypto prices
move, PIG Tracker app helps you make better decisions about your
investments. Track PIG, and over 5,000 altcoins prices from 250+
exchanges.

Supportion
The Donation Wallet
This is our marketing wallet; the funds will be used to create
marketing campaigns. We want to make Pig known across the
world. We will market Pig around the world using billboards, visual
ads, digital advertisement campaigns, social media marketing,
content marketing, advertisement via radio and many more.
Contact
Website - https://pigtoken.finance/
Twitter - https://twitter.com/Pig_Finance
Telegram - https://t.me/PigTokenBSC

